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Citizenship in the supranational realm of the European Community, and now the Union (EC/EU) became part of our knowledge along three visible dimensions, namely, as (1) a political concept during the Maastricht debates, (2) a policy in the Bulletin of the European Communities in 1993 and as (3) a legal concept in Article 8 of the EC Treaty. This article contends that this naming of citizenship brought new and probably unintended questions about citizenship in general and in the EU in particular to the fore. A growing interest in what this supranationally established citizenship might entail becomes particularly apparent as an intergovernmental conference (IGC) has begun to revise certain provisions of the Maastricht Treaty, among them provisions of Union Citizenship. The academic community, European institutions as well as a number of interest groups voice concern and curiosity about the meaning of Union citizenship, its political potential, and organizational feasibility. They bring attention to the fact that this type of citizenship seems to lack crucial characteristics of modern liberal concepts of citizenship.

Indeed, Union citizenship does not grant full rights to democratic participation or representation and it is granted on the basis of Member State nationality, not European nationality. That is, specific European political and socio-cultural dimensions seem to be lacking. Beyond the political and organizational aspects, these observations raise questions about the community of belonging and more specifically, about how to define borders of belonging. Who has a legitimate right to belong legally to this Union has become a much debated issue. Legal approaches characterize Union citizenship as a compilation of previously existing rights and it seems indeed “difficult to understand which meaning this new element of the EC Treaty may have for the process of European integration, and which stamp it might imprint on the character of the..."
emergent European Union. If it is true “that it is not meaningless to speak of European citizenship or, at least, the coexistence of national and European citizenship,” then what are we to make of this citizenship?

If we are to address the burning political questions of the day, namely, how to express different types of belonging constitutionally and on which normative grounds, we need to examine what it is in this name. This article aims at contributing to this task. To that end, it examines the emergence of the name “Union citizenship,” assuming that a focus on the making of citizenship in its historical setting will reveal hidden meanings of the concept. Underlying this analysis is the observation that citizenship became part of the EC/EU political discourse in the early 1970s. Since then policymaking towards Union citizenship has unfolded on the basis of two policy packages which entailed the policy objectives of “special rights” for Community citizens and a “passport union.” Both policy packages touch crucial aspects of modern citizenship, such as borders and how to cross them (passport union) and citizens’ right to vote and stand for elections (special rights). They were central to the debates over citizenship, European identity, and political union that took place over two decades in the Euro-polity. As this article demonstrates, the step-by-step development and application of the two policy packages not only provides an insight into how citizenship eventually turned into Article 8 EC Treaty 20 years later; it also suggests that Union citizenship acquires a specific meaning once contextualized. Citizenship is thus understood as more than a status based on rights. It is conceptualized as a dynamic rather than a static concept.

The European case represents a dramatic deviation from modern concepts of citizenship. The constructive perspective of this article is, however, based on another observation, which suggests that Union citizenship does not mean the only challenge to the concept, but the explosion of interest in citizenship has come a long way. Processes of de-colonization and migration as well as social-movement mobilization around questions of ethnicity, race, and gender have pointed to the existence of other than nation-state boundaries and mobilized other than national identities to change exclusive definitions of citizenship. They represent a second challenge to the concept of citizenship suggesting that the “language of citizenship” is becoming outdated. More radical contributions demand that “democratic citizenship ought to be disentangled from citizenship as state membership” altogether. At any rate, as the borders of citizenship are challenged both internally and externally, central aspects of citizenship such as belonging and identity
have moved on shaky grounds. An analysis of Union citizenship within the context of a "post-modern" polity is assumed to shed fresh light on the contested boundaries of belonging and the related citizenship identities.13

The article proceeds in four steps. First, I recall and elaborate on the problematic definition of modern citizenship and its theoretical implications, which stand in tension with the new geography of citizenship. Second, I propose a constructive approach to citizenship based on the concept of "citizenship practice." Third, I provide a summarized story of the making of Union citizenship referring to citizenship as practice in the EC/EU since 1973. This story is based on a discursive policy analysis, which allows for a focus on the mobilization of resources toward the establishment of citizenship. Fourth, I identify borders, boundaries, and belonging as characteristic features that suggest the emergence of a new fragmented style of citizenship practice in postmodern contexts.

The new geography of citizenship

The most striking difference between Union citizenship and modern citizenship is the missing dimension of nationality. It questions the link between the concept of nationality and that of citizenship, and hence problematizes the myth of national identity, which was crucial for erecting borders around national states.14 How has the concept of nationality so far been methodologically linked with the concept of citizenship? And what impact does this have on the evolving concept of Union citizenship? These are crucial questions, which challenge national conceptions of citizenship. While national identity was — and often still is — considered as important for the representation of states in the international state system (Wendt, 1994), its conceptualization as nationality needs to be clearly distinguished from the concept of citizenship.15 Social movements emphasize the importance of collective identities that do not depend on nationality, but develop in relation with internal boundaries (marking class, gender, race, age and other cleavages).16 Such collective identities produce and are the product of boundaries within national states. As such they represent both inequalities and differences. They may lead to citizens' claims and may inversely be mobilized to enforce citizenship identity. However, identities are never generated by the institutions of the state but have been created through practice.17
As an increasing number of individuals (citizens and non-citizens) share economic, social, and cultural spaces, tensions emerge that are not rooted in conflicts over boundaries of a national state. Their situatedness within states challenges the familiar modern geography of citizenship with its borders and policies to erect and protect them. The citizenship model presented in Figure 1 is thus called into question.

The tensions suggest that borders appear not only as visible but also as invisible means of inclusion and exclusion. For example, they may be considered as physical borders defined by rules of entry to a country (one crosses the border upon entering a country by land, air, or sea; one has to pass border posts; show one’s passport) on the one hand. On the other, they also exist as informal boundaries specified by a feeling of belonging to a collectivity that is defined according to structural (i.e., racial, gender, class, ethnic, sexual preference, age, or physical ability) or interest (i.e., environment, consumption, etc.) factors. I argue here that, as these borders become more and more visible, the necessity of an incorporation of this new geography of citizenship into citizenship theory has turned into an issue of political clout that reaches beyond social-movement activities. For example, the post-Maastricht citizenship debates have acquired the character of constitutional politics. They advance a notion of citizenship as constitutive for a community. Understood in this way, Union citizenship includes a constructive dimension. This possibility has been explored on two grounds. One approach recurs on the concept of “additionality.” In concurring with the European Commission, it finds that Union citizenship “adds to the first group of nationality rights enjoyed within a Member State a second circle of new rights enjoyed in any Member State.”

The other approach draws on the concept of historicity. It is based on the assumption that citizenship does not have an objective meaning.
and must therefore be deconstructed in order to then explain how "real historical participants use it in historical contexts" (see the work of Leca, and Mechan). Hence, a reconstruction of citizenship in different contexts follows for an understanding of "the meanings of citizenship over time," as Mechan puts it. Given the observed gap between the language and the history of citizenship, I suggest we address the puzzle of Union citizenship by confronting the **language of citizenship** (as in theory) with the new developing **discourse of citizenship** (as in practice) in the EC/EU. Central to this analysis is a **socio-historical approach** that assumes that the practice of citizenship bears historical variability and is interrelated with the establishment of the institutional arrangements of states. This approach draws on the notion of citizenship as a relational concept. In the following, I elaborate on this notion of practice and propose a way of incorporating it into traditional conceptions of citizenship. To that end, I first characterize the **constitutive elements** and subsequently the **historical elements of citizenship**. It is argued that both facilitate an analytical context for an appreciation of changing geographies of citizenship.

**Citizenship practice**

In the broadest terms citizenship defines a relation between the individual and the political community. It concerns the entitlement to belong to a political community, the latter having the right and the duty to represent community interests as a sovereign vis-à-vis other communities and vis-à-vis the citizens. This model of a relationship between two entities, namely the individual on one side, and the representative of a larger community on the other, has provided modern history with a basic pattern of citizenship. It follows from these observations that at least three elements need to be considered in the conceptualization of citizenship. These are the **individual**, the **community**, and the **relation between the two**. Since any study of citizenship has so far referred to these three elements in one way or other, they may be termed the three **constitutive elements of citizenship** (see Figure 2).

Whereas the first two elements, namely the individual and the community, have been stressed by contractarian approaches to citizenship in particular, so far the third – relational – **element has not received much attention**. Yet, there is an increasing awareness of the fact that citizenship cannot be dealt with on the basis of formal criteria alone.
Instead, citizenship always represents more and at the same time less than the sum of its parts. That is, citizens contribute to the creation of a community, yet, not all persons who reside within the same geographical spaces enjoy the same citizenship privileges. This is where the tension lies, the current mobilization of (non) citizens in the European Union is a case in point. To assess these underlying dynamics, the focus is now shifted to the dynamic aspect of citizenship, which develops from the interplay of the constitutive elements across time and spaces and contributes layers of historically derived meaning to the concept. Both citizens' action expressed as political struggles and state policies have contributed to changes in political organization within and among communities.

Three historical elements of citizenship allow for a conceptualization of citizenship that takes account of historical variability, and thus avoids presupposing a specific situatedness of the constitutive elements. These are rights, access to participation, and belonging. In the following, I briefly elaborate on these three elements and explain their historical roots. **Rights refer to the legal entitlements of an individual toward the community.** This element comprises various types of rights, for example civil, political, and social. The perspective of citizenship as the incremental addition of rights has been most prominently associated with T.H. Marshall. Civil rights comprised the right to liberty of the person, freedom of speech, thought and faith, to own property, to conclude valid contracts. Political rights included the right to participate in the exercise of political power. Social rights amounted, according to T.H. Marshall, to the right to a modicum of social welfare and security, to share in social heritage, and to live the life of a civilized being. **Access as the second element of citizenship is about the conditions for practicing the relationship between citizen and community.** This perspective of citizenship may be understood as access to political participation. Conditions of access are set by regulatory policies in-
cluding social policy, market policy, and visa policy, for example. They are crucial determinants as to whether or not individuals are fit to participate politically. Access therefore hinges on socio-cultural, economic, and political mechanisms of inclusion and exclusion. That is, while rights may have been stipulated, access may be denied because the means to use citizenship rights, such as proper education, communication, and transportation may not have been sufficiently established.

The third historical element encompasses two modes of belonging to a community. One is identity-based, the other hinges upon legal linkages to an entity that are currently based on either the law of soil or of blood (ius solis and ius sanguinis respectively, or, as in the European Union, on nationality of one of the member states). Every person residing within a particular area potentially has the opportunity to participate in the creation of collective identities. These identities may be created through participation at the workplace, in cultural matters, or other spaces of the community. Accordingly, residence is the crucial aspect for participation. Apart from the residence criterion, the definition of a person’s legal status defines whether a person is considered a full citizen. This status has always been exclusive mostly according to the criteria of gender, age, and nationality. This dimension of belonging is therefore also about borders, as citizens derive certain rights and opportunities of access based on their belonging to a bounded sphere. More specifically, this feeling of belonging depends on a previous process of “drawing boundaries” around the terrains that are designed for those citizens who belong.27

While it is possible to single out the three historical elements, it is important to keep in mind that they are always interrelated. The three aspects bear a process-oriented or dynamic notion of citizenship. They add contextualized meaning to the concept of ideal citizenship, defining citizenship as stipulating rights, providing access, and creating a feeling of belonging and identity. Beyond the creation of a concrete citizenship that is particular to each community, they contribute to the crafting of distinct institutional networks. They are hence important factors for a successful performance of governance within and among communities. Figure 3 provides a scheme for such a constructive approach to citizenship practice.

In summary, I propose a concept of citizenship practice that understands citizenship as the practice leading to the establishment of rights, access, and belonging as three interrelated historical elements of citizenship. In principle, this concept does not follow either a state-centric
(top down) or a society-centric (bottom up) perspective. It encompasses both policymaking and politics toward the establishment or change of citizenship.\textsuperscript{28} The prevalence of one mode of action over the other varies according to different contexts. Both modes of citizenship practice are always potentially possible. However, we might hypothesize that often one might prevail over the other at particular times and places. If the establishment of access to rights contributes to the mobilization of identities toward the creation of a feeling of belonging, then an analysis of the process through which access to rights has been established in the EU will provide insights into the creation of belonging. An analysis of citizenship practice as policymaking will therefore contribute to the larger project of assessing the importance of citizenship of the Union, both politically and conceptually. Based on the concept of citizenship practice, this analysis of Union citizenship, then, does not begin from an approach that defines citizenship legally according to citizenship rights, nor does it seek to assess the potential of European citizenship to develop a European national identity. Instead it aims at an understanding of characteristic features of European citizenship and assumes citizenship to be constructed in practice particular to time, place, actors, and institutions. It seeks to identify Union citizenship in its own context.

The leading question underlying the analysis of Union citizenship policy is then: What does Union citizenship entail? To explore answers to this question, Union citizenship-making is examined as a process, beginning from early citizenship practice in the documented policy process, and proceeding according to the development of the two policy packages of special rights and passport union. The case studies are
based on a comparison of the changing acquis communautaire – conceived as a set of formal and informal resources – over time. These resources contribute crucial information for Community politics because they may be mobilized (i.e., the formal resources) or changed (i.e., informal resources) once the opportunity is right. They hence invisibly structure Community politics. It follows that a change of the acquis potentially involves two processes: One includes the expansion of formal resources (changes of the Treaty, provisions, directives, regulations), the other refers to a materialization of informal resources (ideas, shared principles, practices as suggested by EP resolutions and Commission proposals or other documents). Overall the change of the acquis always depends on changes in the political-opportunity structure, which facilitates the immediate context for the mobilization of resources toward the establishment of a policy or its components. The analysis of the multi-dimensional jigsaw-puzzle of EU citizenship-policy therefore hinges on the systematic assessment of the political, opportunity structure and the acquis communautaire. With reference to historical institutional-policy analysis it is thus possible to do three things: (1) to theorize the larger context, by periodizing the policy progress according to policy paradigm shifts; (2) to assess the immediate institutional context based on the set of formal and informal resources that compose the acquis communautaire; (3) and, based on the definition of policy paradigm and acquis communautaire, to establish the political opportunity structure, which provides information about the parameters of action. According to this scheme, crucial expansions of a policy occur when we observe the addition of new ideas and practices on the one hand, and the transformation of ideas and practices into rules and procedures on the other. As the following case study shows, the story of citizenship practice reveals three major shifts of policy paradigm, which enabled consequent incremental changes in the citizenship acquis. These turning points are: the Paris summit meetings in 1973 and 1974, the Fontainebleau summit meeting in 1984, and the Maastricht summit meeting in 1991 of the European Community.

The making of union citizenship

While citizenship practice in the EC/EU remained largely invisible until it was spelled out as Citizenship of the Union and legally grounded in the 1993 Treaty of the Union, the roots of citizenship policy and actual citizenship practice can be traced over a period of
about two decades. During this time, policymaking toward the policy objectives of establishing special rights for European citizens and of creating a passport union within the boundaries of the European Community contributed to the eventual emergence of citizenship as a concept. From the analytical framework laid out in this article, it follows that we need to focus on the development of citizenship policy in order to reconstruct the making of Union citizenship as a practice. The following section summarizes that story of unfolding citizenship practice based on the expanding citizenship acquis communautaire since the early 1970s. It focuses on the gradual fragmentation of rights, access and belonging as special rights, and passport policy emerging as ideas or practices and eventually turning into rules and procedures that add to the substantial basis of Union citizenship.

Paris

The making of Union citizenship began in the early 1970s when Community politicians voiced the need to develop a European identity. The Community documents, which reflect the EC’s political discourse at the time, demonstrate that the debate over how to achieve a European identity received central attention. Out of these debates were generated the policy objectives of “special rights” for European citizens and a “passport union” that both aimed at the creation of a feeling of belonging and identity. The adoption of the 1976 Council decision to implement direct universal suffrage and the first European elections in 1979, on the one hand, and the adoption of a Council resolution on the creation of a single European passport in 1981, on the other, were crucial first steps that expanded the institutionalized acquis. Besides these institutional changes the acquis was expanded on a discursive level as the idea of “Europeanness” that had been introduced with the document on European identity in 1973.

Thus both a political union and related with it, the creation of a European identity were put on the agenda as new overarching goals in Community policymaking. During the turbulence that followed the break down of the Bretton Woods system EC policymakers stressed the necessity to establish a European voice in the global realm. Commission President Xavier Ortoli stated after the 1972 Paris Summit that “the economic crisis and the changes in international relations, far from strengthening Community solidarity and leading to an assertion of Europe’s identity vis-à-vis the rest of the world, have marked a further
check, and perhaps a retreat, in the process of European construction. According to Commissioner Davignon the crisis was largely rooted in the lack of the EC's organic political growth, which was also reflected in meager support from European citizens. His discourse regarding the problem stressed the theme of belongingness when he stated that "we don't feel that we belong to a new entity. Europe should be personalized. ... Another dimension should be added to Europe, the new Europe must be more human." In a similar vein, Belgian Foreign Minister Van Elstande pointed to the missing link between citizens and the Community as one reason for the crisis. In order to establish that link, he suggested for the Belgian presidency to aim at creating the "first concrete state towards establishing European citizenship," which would include mobility for students, exchanges of teachers and harmonization of diplomas, with a view to giving "young people ... the chance of feeling truly part of a vast network covering the whole of the Community." In turn, Altiero Spinelli demanded a "constitutional procedure for European identity," which could be based on the nine leaders' expression of "their Governments' political obligation to bring forward the deadline for preparing the European political Union and to specify the form of such preparation." 

These contributions set down ideas toward a twofold approach to the creation of belonging: One was based on the experience of national states and understood belongingness as evolving from the making of a nation-state-like entity. Accordingly, policymaking was geared toward the goal of a supposedly federal political union. The other understood belongingness as emerging from participation in Community affairs. That approach was not necessarily based on the vision of a federal union. It is interesting to observe that both lines were reflected in the subsequent changes of the resources of the citizenship acquis. For example, as a first step toward the creation of belonging, a paper on "European Identity" was issued at the 1973 Copenhagen summit. It broadly defined European identity as being based on a "common heritage" and "acting together in relation to the rest of the world," while the "dynamic nature of European unification" was to be respected. This overall modern idea of Community development was then approached by a citizenship practice that included the adoption of the two policy objectives of "special rights" for European citizens and a "passport union." Special working groups were assigned the task of producing draft reports for the development of the passport union, special rights, universal suffrage, and a concept of European Union. Importantly, in the Council's conclusive document, citizens were, for the first time,
considered as participants in the process of European integration, not as consumers but as citizens. The notion of citizen thus turned into a new informal resource of the *acquis communautaire*.

The Commission's report on special rights pointed out that "special rights of a political nature are essentially the rights to vote, to stand for election and to hold public office." It suggested that European citizenship should not be achieved based on the process of "naturalization," since this process would involve the loss of the previous nationality by substituting a new European nationality. Instead, citizens' rights should be defined according to the principle of equality, thus providing the citizens with the possibility of adding "rights relating to the original nationality ... to the rights in the host State." It is important to note that at this stage of citizenship practice it remained yet to be decided whether foreigners should be granted special rights "on the foreigner's status as a worker as a citizen of another Member State." The Commission did, however, point out that equal treatment for foreigners would not be easily accepted by the public and thus favored a step-by-step approach. In turn, the Tindemans Report brought the interrelation between Member State nationality and a new European dimension to the fore. It suggested overcoming the idea of the national as predominant and to break "intellectual barriers" by constantly including a "European dimension" in daily politics. The European Parliament's perception of special rights was clearly grounded in a federal vision. As the Bayerl Report defined, "special rights are 'subjective' public rights, in other words rights which the citizen possesses as a legal subject vis-à-vis the State and which may be asserted at any time."

These conceptually crucial discussions remained as ideas among the informal resources of the *acquis* until they were to be dusted off more than a decade later. In the meantime, citizenship practice included the creation of further resources toward the establishment of voting rights. Thus, on 8 October 1976, the Council adopted an "Act concerning the election of the representatives of the Assembly by direct universal suffrage." The Parliament adopted a resolution on a "draft uniform electoral procedure for the election of Members of the European Parliament" on 10 March 1982. And in 1983 the European Parliament's Legal Affairs Committee prepared a "Report on the right of citizens of a Member State residing in a Member State other than their own to stand for and vote in local elections."
Further to policymaking within the special-rights package, the passport package was developed. A uniform passport was assumed to contribute in a twofold way to the construction of ties between the Community and its citizens. It was not only aimed at increasing awareness of Europe as a new political actor on the international stage; but it was also expected to create a feeling of belonging to the Community among European citizens. As the final Communiqué of the 1974 Paris Summit clearly stated, "the fact remains that the introduction of such a passport would have a psychological effect, one which would emphasize the feeling of nationals of the nine Member States of belonging to the Community", and secondly, "that such a passport might be equally justified by the desire of the nine Member States to affirm vis-à-vis non-member countries the existence of the Community as an entity, and eventually to obtain from each of them identical treatment for citizens of the Community." The policy objective of the passport policy package was then explicitly twofold: it was to contribute to represent the Community as an entity vis-à-vis the rest of the world and to revive a feeling of belonging among citizens of the Community to that entity.

However, the practice of carrying common passports within the Community involved among other things the reduction of border controls, and the introduction of spot-checks at internal Community borders. When the European passport was created in 1981, it turned out, that the creation of the passport and its actual use were two different matters. The peculiarity of the policy situation was rooted in the Janus-faced characteristics of this enterprise. On the one hand, successful foreign and economic policy performance depended on the acknowledgment of Europe as an actor in the global arena. On the other hand, the creation of this feeling of belonging – as one aspect towards creating a European identity – depended among other things on the practice of border crossing. That is, it was part of justice and home-affairs policy, which were an essentially diplomatic matter. Yet, by carrying a burgundy-colored passport across Community borders, citizens of the European Community were crucial to the creation of this type of belonging. As the story of citizenship practice in the 1980s will show, this approach to the creation of belonging remained a seemingly insurmountable hurdle of Member States' security concerns.
Citizenship practice during the next stage of Community development in the 1980s included a changed policy paradigm. A decade of economic uncertainty, widespread concerns over "ungovernability" in the Member States, and an increasing fear of "Euro-sclerosis" as EC policymaking remained widely blocked by unresolved budgetary problems had contributed to an overall feeling of "Euro-pessimism," and put market-making on top of the Community agenda in the 1980s. The new policy paradigm involved a focus on negative integration stressing movement of worker-citizens as one basic condition for economic flexibility. Not access to the policy (i.e., the political right to vote) but access to participation in socioeconomic terms or, for that matter, access to an emergent European social space became a major aspect of citizenship practice during this period of market-making. The slogan that contributed to the dynamic of this process was Jacques Delors's "Europe without Frontiers by 1992." Apart from abolishing internal Community frontiers the program for Europe 92 included new strategies to make best use of Europe's human resources towards the creation of European identity. This access was extended group-by-group as a new mobility policy, targeted groups other than workers, such as, for example, young people, academics, and students. Three new directives established the right of residence for workers and their families and students. Two types of special rights were now negotiated by Community policy makers and the Member States' politicians. (1) A series of social rights such as health care, the right to establishment, old-age pension, and the recognition of diplomas were defined with the Social Charter. These rights were the economic and social requirements to prevent social dumping. However, crossing borders to work in another Member State meant that so-called "foreigners" (i.e., Community citizens who worked in a Member State of which they were not nationals) and nationals shared the work spaces but remained divided in the polity. (2) This situation evoked an increasingly public awareness of a "democratic deficit" in the European Community. The Commission identified the impact of economic integration as being a loss of status. That is, once citizens moved they lost access to political participation. To overcome this dilemma the Commission proposed the establishment of voting rights for "foreigners" in municipal elections. This proposal for a Council directive on the right to vote and stand for election in municipal elections suggested to close the gap between foreigners and nationals.
by dusting off an informal resource of the *acquis*, namely equal political rights for European citizens.

The interrelation between the free movement of worker-citizens and the political right to vote and stand for election represented a decisive discursive shift in EC citizenship practice. By linking normative ideas to the politics of market-making citizenship practice highlighted two different expressions of belonging. One was the modern type of belonging that was based on legal ties between citizens and a community defined by political-citizenship rights and nationality. The other type of belonging is more subtle. It rests on a feeling of belonging that emerges from participation. European citizenship practice suggests that both types of belonging stood in tension with each other, as participation in another Member State created identity-based ties with a Community worker-citizens were not legally entitled to belong to. The functionalist policy of negative (economic) integration thus created a link to the arguments for positive integration based on citizenship as they had been introduced to the citizenship *acquis* in the early 1970s.

In turn, the passport policy package was significantly changed in the context of the new policy paradigm, when the Commission decided to put the responsibility of difficult and unpopular decisions on the shoulders of the Member States. In light of the Member States' security concerns about borders, the bulk of border policies as one aspect of the passport package was passed on to intergovernmental bargaining among those Member States that participated in the Schengen agreements. Despite this move, Community citizenship practice still involved passport policy as it worked on the realization of freedom of movement for workers, thus stipulating the Commission's duty to come forward with policy proposals on the matter. Indeed, the profoundly modern security concerns of the Member States thus contributed to an unintended emphasis on the creation of belonging through participation of worker-citizens in the creation of a Common market. In this context, a "Community Charter of Fundamental Rights for Workers" was adopted. The Commission's White Paper had established a timetable for economic policymaking by setting the 1992 time limit for the process of creating an internal market without frontiers. Beyond that, by means of an IGC it had elaborated a plausible reason for a Treaty reform.
Maastricht

The demands for greater access to participation both in political and socioeconomic terms were renewed in the changed political opportunity structure of the 1990s. With the finalized Maastricht Treaty and the end of cold war politics, Union building re-emerged on the agenda of the Euro-polity. The 1990s resulted in the adoption of political citizenship rights as well as the stipulation of the rights of free movement and residence not only for the employed and their families, but also for other persons, under the condition of economic security and nationality. Together, the three periods of citizenship practice reveal that the meaning of Union citizenship cannot be identified as the sum of the Member States' national citizenship rights and practices, nor can it be deduced from modern citizenship alone. Instead, it means constructing citizenship of the Union anew and with its own characteristic features. While the 1990 clearly contributed to the final steps toward the quasi-constitutionalisation of political citizenship rights, this third period of the developing practice of European citizenship also meant another step away from modern citizenship.

The contested aspect of nationality in Union citizenship was brought to the fore by the Community's suddenly changed geopolitical position.67 As Dinan pointed out (Ever Closer Union), "From the outset, the Community had considered itself as synonymous with 'Europe'. With the Cold War over, (the question became) could the Community foster a sense of pan-European solidarity and genuinely pan-European integration?" This serious question also problematized the discourse on a "European" identity, which had been so crucial for the emergence of citizenship practice in the early 1970s. At that time "European" identity meant Western Europeans (excluding the potential Western European new Member States' citizens). Now the fall of the Berlin Wall clearly challenged the use of that term and more importantly, it suggested that some Europeans had been left out all along, as non-Community nationals had been excluded from the special-rights policy for years.68 Now it was "no longer possible to talk of Western Europe as a clearly defined region in world politics" (Laftan, 1993: 36). With the meaning of "European" thus challenged, the Community's future was as uncertain as ever. Also significant for further citizenship practice was the shaking Paris-Bonn axis – which had proved quite successful for EC politics thus far – as German Chancellor Kohl pushed for fast German unification while French President Mitterrand was "torn between an instinctive antipathy toward German unification...
and an equally instinctive affinity for European integration." One way of facing this tension was to forge a link between the German unification and European integration. This solution seemed feasible to the majority of the Member States and led to a renewed interest in political integration.  

The policy paradigm was then determined by concerns about legitimacy and political integration.

Citizenship practice during this period was strongly influenced by a series of Spanish letters and proposals. These documents suggested a "concept of Community citizenship [which] was different from the notion of the Europe of citizens that had been introduced at the Fontainebleau summit" in that it would include political, economic, and social citizenship rights. They contributed to a debate over Community citizenship that could draw on the resources that had become part of the *acquis communautaire* since the early 1970s. Two types of resources were mobilized during these citizenship negotiations that preceded Maastricht: First, citizenship was to grant rights that were special to the different levels of the Community as a polity and as a social space (free movement, residence, establishment, vote and stand for municipal and European elections at one's place of residence). Second, the visible sign while traveling outside the Community was the uniform passport (reduced border checking, diplomatic protection while abroad). Some of these resources were formalized with the establishment of Article 8 EC Treaty.

The debate unfolded over four stages. It was triggered by a letter from Spanish Prime Minister Felipe Gonzalez written on 4 May 1990 for an interinstitutional conference that was to prepare the IGC on political union. Then a "Foreign Ministers' Note for Reflection" included the idea of citizenship in its recommendations for the Dublin II Council on 25-26 June 1990. This note stated that the upcoming IGC had to deal with the "transformation of the Community from an entity mainly based on economic integration and political cooperation into a union of a political nature, including a common foreign and security policy." Three main aspects were considered as important towards this goal (1) the transfer of competences, (2) Community citizenship and (3) the free circulation of persons. The second stage included the time between the Dublin II Council and the first meeting of the IGC on 14-15 December 1990. In this period, the concept of "European citizenship" became part of the Community discourse as policymakers reacted to the Spanish proposal (see Table 1). The third stage lasted until the Maastricht European Council in December 1991, and was mostly
Table 1. Central documents of the citizenship making in the 1990s

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Document</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 February 1991</td>
<td>Second Spanish proposal for citizenship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 March 1991</td>
<td>Commission contribution of citizenship to the IGC on political union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 April 1991</td>
<td>Non-paper &quot;with a view to achieving political union&quot; drafted by the Luxembourg Presidency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 May 1991</td>
<td>Interim report on &quot;Union citizenship&quot; by the EP Committee on Institutional Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 July 1991</td>
<td>Resolution on &quot;Union citizenship&quot; of the European Parliament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 June 1991</td>
<td>Draft treaty on &quot;the Union,&quot; used as a reference document until Maastricht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 October 1991</td>
<td>Dutch draft treaty &quot;towards European Union&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 November 1991</td>
<td>Final report on &quot;Union Citizenship&quot; by the EP (Bindi Reports)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 December 1991</td>
<td>Maastricht Council conclusions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 December 1991</td>
<td>Final Dutch draft of the &quot;Treaty on Political Union&quot; as modified by the Maastricht Summit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...dedicated to a legal definition of citizenship so as to include it in the Treaties. The fourth stage began after Maastricht and ended with the first Citizenship report of the Commission in 1993. During this stage, the practical aspects of citizenship policy such as voting rights were refined. The four stages represent the negotiation of a number of documents toward the final wording of the Maastricht Treaty.

In time for the IGC on political union on 28 February, the Spanish Delegation came forward with a second proposal on citizenship. It proposed to embed citizenship in the Treaty by way of a new Title to provide a framework for a dynamic concept of citizenship. The rights mentioned in the Title included first, the social right of a citizen to "enjoy equal opportunities and to develop his abilities to the full in his customary environment"; second, the civil rights to movement and residence "without limitation of duration in the territory of the Union"; third, the political rights to "take part in the political life of the place where he lives, and in particular the right to belong to political associations or groupings and the rights to vote in and stand for local elections and elections to the European Parliament"; and finally the right to "enjoy the protection of the Union and that of each member State" while in third countries.

The discourse on citizenship practice in the early 1990s showed that although the historical element of belonging was continuously ad-
dressed, the focus was shifted from creating a feeling of belonging to establishing the legal ties of belonging. These legal ties were not only important for defining the relation between citizens and the Community anew, they also raised questions about the political content of nationality. Along the lines of the Spanish proposal, Parliament demanded that Union citizenship be included in the Treaty as a separate title comprising the following central aspects: social rights including a substantial widening of the proposals contained in the Social Charter; equal rights between men and women; the political right to vote and stand for election in local and EP elections at one's place of residence, as well as the political right to full political participation at one's place of residence; and the civil right to free movement and residence in all Member States. Importantly, the report repeatedly emphasized the necessity to rethink citizenship as it could no longer be reduced to the "traditional dichotomy between citizen and foreigner or to the exclusive relationship between the state and the citizens as individuals." Once individuals enjoyed different types of rights in this new world that reflected flexibility and mobility, it became increasingly difficult to define citizenship practice as based on nationality.

Post-Maastricht, another debate about the inclusion of Union citizens, that is citizens who had legal ties with the Union, and the exclusion of "third country citizens," in other words, individuals who did not possess legal ties with the union but might have developed a feeling of belonging was pushed by interest groups and the European Parliament in particular. One proposition to solve this potential political problem was the establishment of place-oriented citizenship. This demand was brought into the debate by the European Parliament (Outright Report, Imbeni Report). It was enforced by the social movements' demand to change the citizenship legislation of the Treaty. For example, instead of granting citizenship of the Union to "[e]very person holding the nationality of a Member State" (Article 8 (1)), the ARNE group requested citizenship for "[e]very person holding the nationality of a Member State and every person residing within the territory of the European Union." The discourse on place-oriented citizenship suggests to respect the new geography of citizenship. That is, citizenship is not built on the legal ties of belonging to the community alone but also on identity-based ties of belonging to spaces within the Community. Indeed, European citizenship practice did not aim at destroying one (national) identity – albeit this was a frequently mentioned British worry all through the process. It rather attempted to continuously mobilize various identities.
Analysis: Borders, boundaries and belonging in a post-modern community

First and foremost, this story of making citizenship implies that Union citizenship means much more than a simple compilation of rights but it also turns out to be a story about identities. While both types of belonging (legal and identity-based) have been the target of EC/EU policy, it was the question of belonging in the meaning of “identity” that was first mobilized by policymakers. This identity was, however, not applied to replace national identity with a European one. Citizenship practice also suggests that the phenomenon of belongingness to the EC/EU was based on what individuals did or might aspire to do with reference to economic and political participation. Crossing national borders as economically active citizens, passing closed passports at internal/Community borders as travelers, exchanging knowledge as scholars and students, voting commonly for the European Parliament, and sharing municipal governance as Union citizens were aspects of this process of creating belongingness. It was generated step-by-step and area-by-area. The comparison of EC/EU citizenship to the characteristic pattern of citizenship in modern European nation-states reveals similarities as well as contrasting features.

To recall briefly: Modern citizenship practice was embedded in a centralized institutional organization of the nation-state. Both citizenship policy and citizenship politics led to the establishment of civil, political, and social rights, to a shared understanding of legal and identity-based belonging in a community and the ongoing struggle for access to participation. Characteristic for this type of national citizenship practice was struggle that demands were directed toward the state. In turn, policy was directed to those citizens who were nationals of the state. As a whole, this process of interaction between state and societal forces forged the institutions of modern national states. In the European Union, no central Union with “state” institutions was established. The Union is neither a centrally organized state nor does it follow state-centric types of policymaking. It may be identified as a union-state (as opposed to city-state or nation-state) with its own characteristic features. The citizenship practice related to this union generated a fragmented type of citizenship: Union citizens direct demands toward the Member States and to the Unions as well; they also may belong to one local community of a Member State (in terms of their social, cultural, economic, and political activities) and at the same time, they belong to a national community of another Member
State (legal/national ties and political activity). Figure 4 shows the fragmented citizenship practice in the EU.

One of the particularities of this story of the developing practice of European citizenship is that citizenship rights were understood as special rights in the sense that they were special because they were meant for Europeans only. Over time and through practice, however, special rights acquired the meaning of being accessible only for special groups of Community citizens. That is, they became literally specialized. Citizenship rights were now defined according to what individuals did or what they were (workers, old, young, unemployed) rather than according to the fact that they were human beings. The fragmented character of Union citizenship is stressed by another phenomenon. Both types of citizenship – national and EC/EU – are linked with and embedded in large processes of transformation. However, while citizenship practice of nation-states developed historical characteristics in close relation with the societal changes during the industrial revolution, and an emerging world system of interacting nation-states, citizenship practice of the EC/EU required characteristics meaning during a time of increasing globalization of the economy. This process indicated that, both the concepts of 'union' and 'citizenship' are undergoing wholesale and simultaneous changes in Community Europe ... the actual attribution of status of Community citizen to citizens of the member States becomes a central element of the reforms and a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fragmented citizenship practice</th>
<th>(1) Rights to move, reside, establish, pension protection</th>
<th>(2) Access to Euro-polity welfare provisions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(3) Belonging</td>
<td>(a) identity</td>
<td>participation as:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- residents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- migrants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- taxpayers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b) legal (in/out)</td>
<td>- nationality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- potentially place</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 4. Fragmented citizenship practice in the European Union.*
reference point in determining the level of integration achieved by the Union which is being established. In other words, both types of citizenship practice and the institutions that are created in relation with it bear the historical imprint of their time.

Conclusion

This case study not only located the historical elements of rights, access, and belonging in their Euro-specific appearances, but it also facilitated a view of tensions that evolved during the process of citizenship practice. In a nutshell, the establishment of special rights of movement for European citizens and the desired establishment of an area without internal frontiers did two things. On the one hand, it guaranteed the civil right of free movement, and on the other, it created political and social inequalities among those who moved to another Member State and those who were citizens of that Member State. This tension led to the establishment of, first, social rights and, in the long run, to the establishment of the political right to vote. Subsequently, those who could not move freely because they did not belong to the group of wage earners or were not related to them, also requested freedom of movement. Prior to Maastricht, the differences between so-called Community “foreigners,” that is nationals living in a Member State with which they had not legal ties of loyalty but might have developed a feeling of belonging, and nationals, that is those who possessed the legal ties to that particular Member State, was at stake. It was addressed by guaranteeing the right to vote and stand for election in European and municipal elections to these “foreigners.” Post-Maastricht, this tension underlies the debate over third-country nationals’ access to political participation.

This article confirmed previous observations about the existence of European citizenship as more than a right status. Beyond that, and most importantly, it facilitated another finding that indicates a change in patterns of identity generation based on a new perspective on the historical element of belonging as one of parameters of citizenship and its interrelation with borders and boundaries. This case study of supranational-citizenship practice is perhaps most precisely defined as a case that has contributed to understand the changed geography of citizenship in high modern times. It crucially questions traditional modern ways of thinking about both citizenship as (national) identity, as well as citizenship practice being situated within borders of a (na-
tional) state. The emergent model of citizenship thus confirms to observations about the Euro-polity as constituting "nothing less than the emergence of the first truly postmodern international political form." Clearly, citizenship practice in this polity is not a modern one. However, it is important to recall that the idea of citizenship that stood at the beginning of Euro-citizenship practice was embedded in a shared belief in access to democratic participation, rights, and belonging, which was derived from modern experiences. The post-modern patterns of Union citizenship thus entails modern historicity.
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